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Go Green InStages is  pleased to provide a complete 
line of environmentally friendly compostable tableware 
and food service products.  Unlike plastic and foam 
products our tableware items will biodegrade quickly 
and cause no harm to the environment.  Make your next 
business or social event a green one by offering these 
eco-friendly single use products. 

Available Compostable Products
Takeout Containers • Plates • Bowls • Utensils • Cold 

Beverage Glasses • Hot  Beverage Cups • Napkins • Sample 

Cups  • Straws

All our compostable products are made from sugar cane fiber (bagasse) 
or corn starch based bioplastics (PLA - polylactic acid).  They have the 
same durability, look and feel of traditional single use foodservice 
products.

Go Green InStages est heureux de vous offrir une gamme 
complète de vaisselle et produits de service des aliments 
compostable et écologique.   Les produits de plastique et de 
styromousse restent longtemps tandis que nos produits se 
décomposent rapidement sans nuire à l’environnement. 
Profitez de votre prochaine activité pour poser un geste 
responsable en offrant des produits écologiques.

Produits compostables disponibles
Contenants pour emporter • assiettes • bols • verres pour 

boissons froides • ustensiles • serviettes • tasses pour 

boissons chaudes • godets d’échantillons • pailles

Tous nos produits compostables sont faits avec de la fibre de canne à 
sucre (bagasse) ou avec des bioplastiques à base de fécule de maïs 
(PLA). Ils sont aussi robustes que la traditionnelle vaisselle jetable et en 
ont le même aspect.

Sustainable Planet-Friendly Solutions
For Your Single-use Food Service Needs

Des solutions renouvelables et respectueuses 
de l’environnement pour la vaisselle jetable

Why Choose Compostable Products?
Environmentally Responsible

Made from Renewable Resources

Plastic and Petroleum Free

Comparable to Traditional Disposable Products

Respond to Customer Requests

Promote a Green Profile For Your Business or Event

Pourquoi choisir des produits compostables?
Responsabilité environnementale

Ressources renouvelables

Sans plastique ni pétrole

Comparables aux traditionnels produits jetables

Satisfaire aux exigences du public

Promouvoir un profil corporatif ou un événement vert 
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Sugar Cane - Bagasse
Plates and Bowls

Suitable for hot or cold foods

Replaces polystyrene, paper and plastic

Durable, grease and cut resistant

Made from annually renewable resources

100% biodegradable and compostable

An environmentally responsible product

Microwave and freezer safe

Replace polystyrene, plastic and wood based paper plates with these eco-friendly biodegradable and 
compostable bagasse plates.  These products are sturdy, durable and cut proof resistant.   No need to double 
up.  They can be used for both hot and cold foods and come in a variety of sizes.  Bagasse is the left-over fibre 
once the sugar juice is extracted from sugar cane.  Sugar cane is harvested yearly which makes it a sustainable 
and eco-friendly material to use, especially for single-use items.  These plates and bowls contain no plastic or 
other petroleum based material.

Item Description Qty/Box

TWPL0601K Bagasse Compostable Plates ( 6 inch round ) 1000
TWPL07500 Bagasse Compostable Plates ( 7 inch round ) 500
TWPL0701K Bagasse Compostable Plates ( 7 inch round ) 1000
TWPL09250 Bagasse Compostable Plates ( 9 inch round ) 250
TWPL09500 Bagasse Compostable Plates ( 9 inch round ) 500
TWPL090P5-3 Bagasse Compostable Plates  ( 9" round- 3 comp.) 500
TWPL10250 Bagasse Compostable Plates  ( 10 inch round ) 250
TWPL10500 Bagasse Compostable Plates  ( 10 inch round ) 500
TWBL12300 Bagasse Compostable Bowls  (12 oz. ) 300
TWBL12600 Bagasse Compostable Bowls  (12 oz. ) 600
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Corn Based PLA
Compostable Cutlery

Replaces plastic knives, forks and spoons

Durable, heat resistant and petroleum-free

Suitable for hot and cold use

Made from annually renewable resources

100% biodegradable and compostable

An environmentally responsible product

Full 7 inch size - same look and feel of plastic 
single-use cutlery

Compostable cutlery is made from sustainable corn based PLA (polylactic acid).  These knives, forks and 
spoons are heat resistant and durable.  They are full size ( 7 inch) pieces and have the same look and feel of 
traditional plastic disposable cutlery.   Compostable cutlery can be used for both hot and cold foods.  Corn 
based PLA is a sustainable and eco-friendly material ideally suited for single-use food service items.  

Smaller four inch sample spoons are also available.  Ideal for ice cream, yogurt and other food specialty shops.

Item Description Qty/Box

TWFR01500 Biodegradable Forks (7" length) 500
TWFR0101K Biodegradable Forks (7" length) 1000
TWSP01500 Biodegradable Spoons (7" length) 500
TWSP0101K Biodegradable Spoons (7" length) 1000
TWKN01500 Biodegradable Knives (7" length) 500
TWKN0101K Biodegradable Knives (7" length) 1000
TWSS0103K Sample Spoon (4" length) 3000
TWNM0103K Napkins - Mocha 3000
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Clear Corn Based PLA
Cold Beverage Cups

Replaces petroleum based plastic cups

Available in a wide range of sizes

Same look and feel of clear plastic cups

Not suitable for hot beverages

100% biodegradable and compostable

An environmentally responsible product

Made from PLA (polylactic acid) - a corn based 
annually renewable resource

Offer a green alternative to your customers,  at your office  or for your next event.   Replace traditional plastic 
beverage cups with these eco-friendly products.  These cold beverage glasses, lids and straws are made from 
corn based PLA, an annually renewable natural resource.  They  are sturdy, durable and suitable for cold 
beverages only.   PLA  cups are available in a range of sizes from 5 ounce sample cups up to large 20 ounce 
sizes.  Plastic glasses made with petroleum bi-products will take hundreds of years to biodegrade.  Our cups 
are made with compostable polylactic acid,  a material derived from corn.  Unlike petroleum,  corn is a 
sustainable,  annually renewable and eco-friendly material ideal for single-use food service items.

Item Description Qty/Box

TWGL0502K Cold Drink Glass - PLA ( 5 ounces) 2000
TWGL0701K Cold Drink Glass - PLA ( 7 ounces) 1000
TWGL10500 Cold Drink Glass - PLA ( 10 ounces) 500
TWGL1001K Cold Drink Glass - PLA ( 10 ounces) 1000
TWGL1201K Cold Drink Glass - PLA ( 12 ounces) 1000
TWGL1401K Cold Drink Glass - PLA (14 ounces) 1000
TWGL1601K Cold Drink Glass - PLA ( 16 ounces) 1000
TWGL2001K Cold Drink Glass - PLA ( 20 ounces) 1000
TWCL1001K Lids - Cold Drink Glass - PLA ( 10/12 ounces) 1000
TWCL1201K Lids - Cold Drink Glass - PLA ( 12-20 ounces) 1000
TWDL1201K Clear Dome Lids PLA (12-20 ounces) 1000
TWSB0810K PLA Straws (Bulk) 10000
TWSI0810K PLA Straws (Individually Wrapped) 10000
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Contact us to discuss your requirements or find out about our other compostable products.

Corn Based PLA

Ecotainer Hot  Beverage Cups
Suitable for hot or cold beverages

Available in a wide range of sizes

Made from renewable corn-based resources

Contains no petroleum or plastic

Replaces polystyrene and plastic coated cups

Fully biodegradable and compostable

A green eco-friendly choice

Offer a greener alternative to traditional polystyrene and plastic coated beverage cups with these eco-
friendly products.  Ecotainer Cups  are sturdy, durable and suitable for hot or cold beverages.   They are 
available in a range of sizes from 4 ounce sample cups up to large 16 ounce sizes.  Most coffee cups are 
either made of polystyrene or are coated with plastic which prevents them from being compostable.  
Ecotainer cups are coated with biodegradable and compostable polylactic acid, a material derived from corn.  
Unlike petroleum, corn is a sustainable,  annually renewable and eco-friendly material ideal for single-use 
food service items.

Item Description Qty/Box

TWCP0401K Hot Beverage Cups ( 4 Ounces ) 1000
TWCP08500 Hot Beverage Cups ( 8 Ounces ) 500
TWCP0801K Hot Beverage Cups ( 8 Ounces ) 1000
TWCP10500 Hot Beverage Cups ( 10 Ounces ) 500
TWCP1001K Hot Beverage Cups ( 10 Ounces ) 1000
TWCP12500 Hot Beverage Cups ( 12 Ounces ) 500
TWCP1201K Hot Beverage Cups ( 12 Ounces ) 1000
TWCP1601K Hot Beverage Cups ( 16 Ounces ) 1000
TWHL1001K Lids ( 10,12,16 Ounces ) 1000
TWST0710K Wooden Stir Sticks( 7 inch) 10000
TWIS101P3K Insulator Sleeve - fits 10,12,16 ounce 1300
TWCCCT04 Beverage carrying tray(4 cup) 300
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Corn Based PLA Coated

Ecotainer Food Container
Suitable for hot or cold foods

Available in 4 sizes with lids

Made from renewable corn-based resources

Contains no petroleum or plastic

Replaces polystyrene, and plastic containers

Fully biodegradable and compostable

A green eco-friendly choice

Here is a sustainable eco-friendly alternative  to traditional polystyrene and plastic coated food containers.  
Ecotainer Food Tubs  are sturdy, durable and suitable for hot or cold foods.   They are available in a range of 
sizes from 8 ounces up to large 32 ounce sizes.  Ideal for soups, stews, chili, rice as well as cold foods.   There is 
no polystyrene or plastic in these food containers.  Ecotainer food tubs are coated with biodegradable and 
compostable polylactic acid, a material derived from corn.  Unlike petroleum, corn is a sustainable,  annually 
renewable and eco-friendly material ideal for single-use food service items.

Item Description Qty/Box

TWEFT08 Ecotainer Food Tub - 8 oz. 1000
TWEFT12 Ecotainer Food Tub 12 oz. 1000
TWEFT16 Ecotainer Food Tub 16 oz. 500
TWEFT32 Ecotainer Food Tub 32 oz. 500
TWETL08 Lids (8 oz. Tub) 1000
TWETL12 Lids ( 12 oz. Tub) 1000
TWETL16 Lids (16/32 oz. Tub) 500
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Sugar Cane - Bagasse
Takeout Containers

Suitable for hot or cold foods

Replaces polystyrene, paper and plastic

Available in a variety of sizes

Made from annually renewable resources

100% biodegradable and compostable

An environmentally responsible product

Promote your sustainable business practices

Replace polystyrene and plastic takeout containers and clamshells with these eco-friendly biodegradable 
and compostable bagasse alternatives.  These products are sturdy, durable, cut proof resistant and FDA 
approved.   They can be used for both hot and cold foods and come in a variety of sizes.  Bagasse is the 
left-over fibre once the sugar juice is extracted from sugar cane.  Sugar cane is harvested yearly which makes 
it a sustainable and eco-friendly material to use, especially for single-use items.  Polystyrene (foam) and 
plastic products are harmful to the environment.  They take up landfill space and are a potential health 
hazard.

Item Description Qty/Box

TWCS66-400 Clamshell 6"x6" 400
TWCS882-300 Clamshell 8"x8"x2.5" 300
TWCS883-200 Clamshell 8"x8"x2.5" (3 compartment) 200
TWCS9901K Clamshell 9"x9"x3" 300
TWCS961-250 Clamshell 9"x6"x2.5" 250
TWCS962-250 Clamshell 9"x6"x2.5" (2 compartment) 250
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Contact us to discuss your requirements or find out about our other compostable products.

Clear Corn Based PLA
Takeout Containers

Replaces plastic and polystyrene products

Available in a wide range of sizes

Ideal for salads, cold lunches and desserts

Petroleum and plastic free

Fully biodegradable and compostable

Not suitable for hot meals

Promote environmentally responsible, green 
alternatives

Offer a green alternative at your takeout counter  or for your next event.  Replace traditional plastic or 
polystyrene takeout containers  with these eco-friendly products.  They  are sturdy, durable and  suitable for 
cold items.   PLA containers are available in a range of sizes from 5 ounce sample cups up to large 20 ounce 
sizes.  Traditional take-out containers are made with petroleum bi-products and will take hundreds of years 
to biodegrade.  Our containers are made with biodegradable and compostable polylactic acid,  a material 
derived from corn.  Corn is a sustainable,  annually renewable and eco-friendly material ideal for single-use 
food service items.

Item Description Qty/Box

TWCSB08 PLA Clear Salad Bowl ( 5" diameter - 8oz.) 1200
TWCSL08 PLA Clear Dome Salad Bowl Lid (5" diameter) 1200
TWCSB12 PLA Clear Salad Bowl ( 6" diameter - 12oz.) 600
TWCSB16 PLA Clear Salad Bowl ( 6" diameter - 16oz.) 600
TWCSL12 PLA Clear Dome Salad Bowl Lid (6" diameter) 600
TWCSB24 PLA Clear Salad Bowl ( 7" diameter - 24oz.) 500
TWCSB32 PLA Clear Salad Bowl ( 7" diameter - 32oz.) 500
TWCSL24 PLA Clear Dome Salad Bowl Lid (7" diameter) 500
TWCCS06 PLA Clear Clamshell (6" x 6" x 3") 250
TWCCS08 PLA Clear Clamshell (8" x 8" x 3") 160
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Contact us to discuss your requirements or find out about our other compostable products.

Clear Corn Based PLA
Portion Cups

Available in 2, 3 or 4 ounce sizes

Replaces polystyrene and plastic

Not suitable for hot items

Made from annually renewable resources

100% biodegradable and compostable

An environmentally responsible product

Ideal for sauces, condiments, samples, salad 
dressing, nuts, granola and other snacks.

Promote your sustainable business practices and offer a green alternative at your takeout counter  or for 
your next event.  Replace traditional plastic or polystyrene portion cups  with these eco-friendly products.  
They  are sturdy and durable but not  suitable for hot items.   These portion cups are made from PLA and 
available in 2 ounce, 3 ounce and 4 ounce sizes.  The universal compostable lids fit all three sizes.  Traditional 
containers are made with petroleum bi-products and will take hundreds of years to biodegrade.  These 
containers are made with biodegradable and compostable polylactic acid, a material derived from corn.  
Corn is a sustainable,  annually renewable and eco-friendly material ideal for single-use food service items.

Item Description Qty/Box

TWSF0202K 2 oz. portion cup 2000
TWSF0302K 3 oz portion cup 2000
TWSF0402K 4 oz portion cup 2000
TWSL0002K Lids for 2,3,4 oz 2000
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Frequently Asked Questions

Why use compostable products?

Compostable tableware and takeout containers are an environmentally responsible alternative to 
plastic and polystyrene products.   People are recognizing the importance of making green 
choices and pursuing a sustainable lifestyle.   As we realize that our resources are finite, do we 
really want to continue using oil to make single use disposable products when sustainable alter-
natives exist?  Traditional products take hundreds of years to decompose, they litter our streets, 
fill our landfills and pose a hazard to marine life.

Where can compostable products be used?

Compostable products can be used anywhere where traditional single-use disposable tableware 
is used.  They are durable and have the same look and feel as plastic and polystyrene products.  It 
is difficult to notice any difference in quality and performance.

What is the problem with using polystyrene and plastic products?

Plastic and polystyrene products are non-biodegradable.  They are made from petroleum, a 
non-renewable resource, and stay in the environment for hundreds of years.  As they decompose 
they can also leak toxic substances into the environment.
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What is bagasse?

Plates, bowls and takeout containers are made from bagasse.  Bagasse is a bi-product of sugar 
production using the sugar cane plant.  Once the sugar is extracted from the plant, the remaining 
fibrous material is called bagasse.  In the past this material was either burned or thrown away but 
now it can be processed into disposable products such as plates, bowls and take-out containers.

Sugar cane grows rapidly so the product is sustainable unlike petroleum based plastic plates or 
even paper.  It takes many years for trees to grow to a size where they can be harvested for paper 
plate production whereas sugarcane is an annually renewable resource.  

Frequently Asked Questions

What is PLA?

PLA or polylactic acid is a plant based plastic made from corn.   When corn is harvested, it is 
separated into various components.  The corn sugar is processed into lactic acid which is  used to 
make products such as clear glasses and cutlery.   PLA based products are made from annually 
renewable resources, contain no petroleum and actually require substantially less energy to be 
produced than conventional tableware products.

What is the shelf life of compostable products?

Compostable products require heat, moisture and micro-organisms to start the process of 
decomposition.  As long as they are kept in a cool dark place they will last for several years.

If you have any other questions about compostable tableware products 
please contact us.  We would be pleased to provide you the information 

and resources you need.
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Corn Based PLA Coated


Ecotainer Food Container
Suitable for hot or cold foods


Available in 4 sizes with lids


Made from renewable corn-based resources


Contains no petroleum or plastic


Replaces polystyrene, and plastic containers


Fully biodegradable and compostable


A green eco-friendly choice


Here is a sustainable eco-friendly alternative  to traditional polystyrene and plastic coated food containers.  
Ecotainer Food Tubs  are sturdy, durable and suitable for hot or cold foods.   They are available in a range of 
sizes from 8 ounces up to large 32 ounce sizes.  Ideal for soups, stews, chili, rice as well as cold foods.   There is 
no polystyrene or plastic in these food containers.  Ecotainer food tubs are coated with biodegradable and 
compostable polylactic acid, a material derived from corn.  Unlike petroleum, corn is a sustainable,  annually 
renewable and eco-friendly material ideal for single-use food service items.


Item Description Qty/Box


TWEFT08 Ecotainer Food Tub - 8 oz. 1000
TWEFT12 Ecotainer Food Tub 12 oz. 1000
TWEFT16 Ecotainer Food Tub 16 oz. 500
TWEFT32 Ecotainer Food Tub 32 oz. 500
TWETL08 Lids (8 oz. Tub) 1000
TWETL12 Lids ( 12 oz. Tub) 1000
TWETL16 Lids (16/32 oz. Tub) 500





